


GiftCard is the perfect gift for everyone,
every time



GtftCard as corporate present
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GiftCard or other alternative? GiftCard or other alternative? 
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GiftCard in marketing campaigns
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Are you looking for a new marketing tool to acquire new customers or retain the 
existing ones? 
Are you looking for a new marketing tool to acquire new customers or retain the 
existing ones? 
All advertising agencies search for successful prizing solution in their actions, that 
their clients would appreciate. 
All advertising agencies search for successful prizing solution in their actions, that 
their clients would appreciate. 
GiftCard is the perfect tool for Consumer Acquisition, Promotional Programs, 
Retention and Rebates. 
GiftCard is the perfect tool for Consumer Acquisition, Promotional Programs, 
Retention and Rebates.  



To be competitive you need motivated sellers. 
It's hard to let them believe in your product because of the huge market competition.
You have to choose a right incentive tool to give them what they deserve, regarding their 
fulfilled targets. 

To be competitive you need motivated sellers. 
It's hard to let them believe in your product because of the huge market competition.
You have to choose a right incentive tool to give them what they deserve, regarding their 
fulfilled targets. 

Companies with different activities use GiftCards as incentive tool for their
Distributors and sellers  - IT, Cosmetics, Pharmacy, others.







GiftCard branding and personalization

1. Personalized card

        Choose from our Predesigned Gallery or        create own design          

GiftCard branding and personalizationGiftCard branding and personalization

2. Personalized packaging

        Put a logo on predesigned Packaging or        create own packaging

5000 1234 5678 90105000 1234 5678 9010



GiftCard delivery terms 

GiftCard delivery terms GiftCard delivery terms 

Custom Fast Effective

Business to Business GiftCards

GiftCards provides full service prepaid loyalty and rewards solutions for corporate incentive 
programs. 

We work with each client to understand their program goals, identify additional opportunities 
based on our past experiences, and tailor a solution that will drive the most impact and cost 
efficient reward. 

GiftCards provides full service prepaid loyalty and rewards solutions for corporate incentive 
programs. 

We work with each client to understand their program goals, identify additional opportunities 
based on our past experiences, and tailor a solution that will drive the most impact and cost 
efficient reward. 

Your company logo 
on a GiftCard MasterCard
Your company logo 
on a GiftCard MasterCard

Delivery can be made in 
less than 3 business days
Delivery can be made in 
less than 3 business days

Cards that can be used 
anywhere are perfect
incentives 

Cards that can be used 
anywhere are perfect
incentives 
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AUSTRIA TELEKOM GROUP

PLAYTECH

FF



L-2449, Luxembourg, 10 Blvd. Royal
+352 2751 6565

sales@giftcards.eu

1313 10

www.giftcards.eu

   GiftCard is an Electronic money facility issued by Intercard Finance AD authorised and
regulated by the Bulgarian National Bank as an Electronic Money Institution under the
Electronic Money Directive 2009/110/EC with license No. 4703-5081/25.07.2011 and as a
Payment Institution under the Payment Services Directive 2007/64/EC with license
No. 4703-4331/23.06.2010, Principal Member of MasterCard, VISA and JCB.
GiftCard,VIRTUAL GIFTCARD, eGIFT are registered trademarks.
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